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never too much heart

We are absolutely flooded with talent. Let’s be honest. 
But there seems to be a negative connotation with that statement. 

Surely, for what brings people so much joy from creation, whether creating or simply 
observing it, there shouldn’t be such a thing as “too much” when we talk of talent.  

The beauty of art is that it’s as organic as nature; no such thing as too many flowers.  

Often it seems we are moving further away from our natural essence.  
In our dysfunctional world, the glorification of “celebrity” has created an extreme 

view of what it means to be talented. Does that mean some of us are special,  
and some of us are not? We wish.  

Truth is, we’re all able and gifted in some way - but often we take a back seat and 
won’t allow ourselves to flourish and find our own voice. Instead we crush any 

authentic creativity because of the man-made metric of comparison, and we lose 
ourselves to a self-inflicted space of doubt. 

The joy of creation has been tainted by expectation, comparison, and competition.  
The true meaning of art is lost and distorted. We inflict pain on ourselves, living in  
a state of “I should be heard” “I’m so great… wait, am I?” - with half our energy 
spent on frustration and our placement in the world, and then only half on the art. 

The blind hunger to be heard instead of the simple satisfaction to share.  
The notion to keep shouting our own story, patting on our own back,  

without hearing the message you sorely needed from someone else’s work.  
Bypassing the joyful experience of creation simply by not sharing our own attention. 

That is why at The Wordsmith, we don’t glorify anybody. Instead we come into an 
intimate space of appreciation for those on the stage, because their messages come 

from a deeper place which also resonate deeply within you. On the same level. 
Here we give people the opportunity to share their unique story to instil connection  

and relatedness within an audience full of inspired observers and creators too.  

The world is dark. It’s because we are lost. Our priorities are wrong.  
But when we produce work from the heart, from our inner light, it can ignite  

and spread like a wildfire in others.
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You never reached for anyone 
Soaked through nobody’s shoulder  

You’ve been to hell and called it truth. 
You said it’s time for getting gone, 

That nothing nobody told you  
Could keep you hanging on for proof. 

 
Thank you for being my friend 

Didn’t we have a nice time?  
Pacing by the train line, you said “Let it go, 

Mr Low down, slow down.” 
Thank you for being my friend 

Worth it in the late nights. 
Climbing up the drainpipe, taps on my window. 

“Mr Low Down, come down.” 
 

The killing storm was but a spell 
My blind and beaten soldier 

You were just inches from the shore 
You said you know yourself so well  

No hippy shit we sold you 
Could keep you hanging round here no more. 

 
Thank you for being my friend 

Didn’t we have a nice time?  
Bathing in the high tide, you said “let it flow, 

Mr Low Down, slow down.” 
Thank you for being my friend 

Worth it in the late nights 
Climbing up the drainpipe, it’s you at my window. 

“Mr Low Down, come down.” 
 

So come down. 
Yeah, come down.

John Witherspoon

Mr low down
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my mum
John Witherspoon

Lullabies in vain, but for me. 
You can tell me why all the stars are shining 

I’ll rest the eyes, try to sleep. 
Then the ocean blue, I can tell you just why 

 
You took them all out like a gangster 

Just as they thought they’d take the piss 
They met the Judge, the Jury and the Hanger. 

You had to do it for your kids. 
 

Thank you for giving me life, I rather like it. 
Every day I know the strength of your love, there’s nothing like it 

 
How well you cut through on the phone. 

Like a ray of sun, shining on your son  
We came to your Sister Act show.  

And dressed up like a nun, I still picked out my Mum 
 

And cried with the purest feeling of love 
I saw your singing in the spotlight 

Cried at the Christmas film with you 
Cos we’ve had a wonderful life 

 
Thank you for giving me mine. I rather like it. 

Every day I know the strength of your love, there’s nothing like it. 
 

Mother, this time I might have beat them. 
I was ready to dance, but I never got the chance. 

You took them all out like a gangster. 
Soon as they thought they’d take the piss 

They met the Judge, the Jury and the Hanger 
You only did it for your kids.
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John Witherspoon

A new morning blessing, and you can’t get at it. 
Sun left hanging high up for your high-five hand. 
And if you were desperate, you might try acting 

Something like a desperate man…  
 

All of your dreams end the same 
They catch you out on the plains 
They take you out of your pain  

They say, 
“Outlaw, you had a good run  

But you’re caught, the game’s up. 
Outlaw, you had some fun, but your good times are done.” 

 
You lost your twenties somewhere out drinking, 

And you will find them any joint you look back through. 
But when you’re still empty, you might try thinking 

Less like some desperate fool 
 

All of your dreams end the same 
Hung out on the plains 

They took you out of your pain  
Saying,  

“Outlaw, you had a good run. But you’re caught, the game’s up. 
Outlaw, you had some fun, but now your freedom has come.”

outlaw
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Rebecca Riley 

Family rifts, drift apart 
A baby daughter sits with a broken heart. 
Cos Daddy’s gone and Mummy’s sad. 
All she wants is her Dad, all the time thinkin’ 
- Was it me? Was I bad? 
Eyes red puffy filled with fears, the tears stain her chubby cheeks cos she knows she wont see her Dad 
For weeks, at a once upon a time 
Thinking out loud, why us? What a crime. 
A boy sits alone as if underground, not movin’, not makin’ a sound. 
Lookin’ at the blade he gives it a shove, he’s lost his girl, she was his first love. 
A face of gloom he sniffs up, he can smell her perfume. 
He loved that girl with all his endeavour, he hoped one day of growing old together. 
But now she’s left him for another fella. She’s not comin’ back.  
Goin’ to pieces, he’s on the wrong track. 
A Labrador puppy plays with his owner, a dark-haired girl her name is Iona. 
She’s gettin’ the keys ready to leave the puppy knows he can’t 
Breath. 
She opens the door to a long dark street he'll wait at the window shakin’ like a leaf 
Separation- anxiety, vulnerable and nasty  
Nick. 
In big crowds you feel like a dick 
Vandyke full of mistakes and shiny shoes 
Tryin to hide the issues in your brain, the break up’s to blame. 
Break ups, break downs, ready to terrorize like creepy clowns your head spins going round  
and round the mulberry bush, you hear voices you tell them to hush. 
Hush little baby don’t you cry, you’ll be ok the tears will dry up make up break up, disconnect.  
The phone.  
Lines of enquiry float along smiley 
Loan drifter, bottle neck resister. 
Exclusion strain emotional roller coaster train. 
Goods seized till full payment is made. 
Evaporation, filtration, a characterised generation 
Put in boxes of social order, gathered together like an extreme border. 
Asylum seekers cross the boarder to flee the torture, the slaughter of their daughter...a mothers 
memories will always haunt her. 
Her family’s not the same, she feels she’ll go insane. 
She truly is an asylum seeker. 
So the people written about right here all controlled by one puppeteer 
All have one thing in common, a product of circumstance they couldn’t control, it’s rough.  
They’ve had enough. Break ups, break downs, 
Miss Communication.

miss communication
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Rebecca Riley 

Old me, trust me when I say I am proud of you. But I’m glad that your gone 
Cos now i know were my strength comes from. 
Right now you’re going through it and right now, I feel the benefit of your conflict. 
There’s situations and people you misjudge, there’s years you burn yourself by holdin a grudge.  
Old me, you think too much, drink too much, do too many drugs. 
You feel so low that you want to get high, life’s paused, left on standby,  
stuck still askin yourself why.  
Things happen, you burn yourself and they’re standin there laughin and you take a hit,  
think you can’t get through it but you do...  
Your life gets better than you could ever predict, reach places you never knew exist. 
Understand this...  
Careful who you give the key to your life to, who you surround yourself with, influences you.  
Learn to say hi and bye, nothing lasts forever, as hard as you try.  
There’s gonna be people that don’t love you for you. They are there to take from you.  
Refuse to be used, you win. It’s them who lose.  
Don’t break your back for those who don’t have yours, but remember we all have our flaws.  
Old me you start to see right through, old me you paddle your own canoe. 
Though you make mistakes, my mistakes, there’s gonna be times that your heart just breaks, 
but you keep the faith for as long as it takes.  
Old me, you’re a worrier. But old me, you’re a warrior, a victor, and all your demons?  
They don’t beat you.  
You tell them your secrets, you tell them your life, the devil smiles and sharpens his knife,  
and the darkness will try and block out your light, but old me you’re much stronger than that, 
and you take off its head with a baseball bat.  
Too wise for that, you’re the opposite of that. Contrast. You’re set apart, William Wallace. 
Braveheart.  
Old me, you needed to grow. Old me, you needed to know.  
Something inside of you needed to show them nameless faces they needed to go,  
but you already know this though.  
All the bad will be outweighed by good, old me you blossom the way that you should.  
When the darkness tries to get the best of you, don’t let it stress you, you don’t let it break you.  
It’s there to test you, it’s there to make you believe that it’s true.  
One day you’ll sit and write a letter to you.  
There’s gonna be a time you’re kinder to yourself, there’s gonna be a time  
that you can take a breath, take care of your health. Have knowledge. No stress.  
Old me, one day you’ll wake up, and say:  
Shit. I did it.  
Old me?  
Thank you.

OLD ME
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Carson
Rachael Jean Harris

4:30 pm I am a G shape head on the bed  
Letting the sound of traffic seep into my skin  

I am in the jail at Carson  
Waiting to plead my case 
I’m in the jail at Carson  

Eyes on the outside 
And it’s something else  

There’s a boy on a bike it’s red 
He’s trying to jump the kerb 

There’s a girl being dragged off her feet  
By a German Shepherd 

Will not be told 

And the light 
Gilding the ridge 

And the light 
Sparring with clouds 

And the light 
Voicing some other green  

It’s never the same 
Never the same 

4:40pm front row seat, kaleidoscope sight 
Letting a thousand stories seep into the cracks 

Of this arid mind 

And they’re digging trenches 
And they’re greeting strangers 

And the trees are whispering a melody on the breeze  
On the outside 

And it’s something else 
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unmistakably you
Rachael Jean Harris

Unmistakably you  
Buteo Buteo 

Betrayed in winter trees  
I see you yes I do  
Like it's ever new 

A stranger to nothing 
As big as a cat  

I've got no time for menagerie clones  
Sterilised, hypnotised and lined up 

I get no pleasure from that 
It's wild, wild, wild 

Wild dogs with the blues 
Not you 

Warming your eyes 
Letting the blood rise 

A dagger in the daylight  
An explosion of earth  

An icon from a lost underworld  
And that cry, 

tethered to nothing 
Unfurl your wings 
Hang in the wind  

Oh God could I buy such  
a singular eye 
Strike or die  

Unmistakably you 
Buteo Buteo 

In all the hustle and the bustle 
You'll be planning your next butchery  

Right here on the roundabout  
Or wheeling and squealing 

The most perfect kite there could be  
Fling yourself around 

Down like a rollercoaster 
Fingers all fanned 

Like a gymnast, like a dancer 
All razzmatazz 

You're so razzmatazz
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Carson
Rachael Jean Harris

My girl has a window barred, triple locked heart.  
She steers through the long hours like a battleship  

Striking the waves of my affection  
Slicing through peaceful negotiation  

My girl has a window barred, triple locked heart  

My girl, has a window barred, triple locked heart 
I swing out wild, try to pierce her with a cry, drop the anchor  

Catch her beams before they race past me 
Out towards the paint-chipped horizon  

My girl has a window barred triple locked heart 

Just a hair of the moon  
Just a fragment of light  

Turn your face, love 
And help me remember what’s there in the shadows 

My girl has a window barred, triple locked heart  
She’s a white dwarf in a far off time and space  

Going deeper and cooler by the day 
Mining the concrete with her fingernails  

My girl has a window barred triple locked heart  

Just a hair of the moon  
Just a fragment of light  

Turn your face, love 
And help me remember what’s there in the shadows 

I know you  
I do
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Basketcase
Davy Edge

It was exactly the situation I was trying to avoid. 
I now have an over-stuffed hand basket, 

and I'm feeling most annoyed. 
I should have taken a trolley, 
but I couldn't find a pound; 

so I went and got a hand basket, 
now I'm dragging it around. 
There's five pounds of spuds, 

and a loaf in there; 
and I haven't yet got to the cheese. 

I've bypassed the section of the special selection, 
and the basket's now down by my knees. 
In with the grapes and the rapeseed oil; 

in with the banana and apple. 
In with the milk and the yoghurt and brie; 

now I'm really starting to grapple. 
Only two more aisles to go, 

and I feel I'm sinking under. 
I don't even think I could fit in 

a bag of Golden Wonder. 
How I managed with the kitchen roll 

is anybody's guess. 
I have to admit, it's all gone to bits, 

in a brie and banana mess. 
So next time I'm out shopping, 
and I'm tempted to think small, 

I'll make sure I have a pound in my hand, 
or I'm buying nothing at all! 

For baskets are deceiving; 
they fill up in a trice. 

Next time, I'll take a trolley, 
which will be jolly nice...
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to my imaginary child
Davy Edge

I'm sorry I was never here 
for your presence to appear. 

My heart was always on the wing; 
so we lost out, poor Dear! 

I'd have really enjoyed your childhood; 
I'm sure I'd have spoiled you rotten. 

I'd have bought your clothes in John Lewis's, 
with your undies made of cotton. 

We'd have shared the bond which comes along 
between a parent and child, 

had I not been so foolish; 
had I not been so wild. 

I'd have striven to educate your mind, 
to practice independent thought. 

For there are important things to learn, 
which, from a book, can't be taught. 
I hope that you would have manners, 

and always say "thank you" and "please"; 
be generous in your nature, 

and give of yourself with ease. 
I hope that you would be a Light, 

for, around, the world is dark. 
and that you'd embrace your passion, 

and not worry about making your mark. 
All of these things, I'd have wished for you, 

but it wasn't in the stars, 
so I spent your university money 

on several nice guitars.
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dear teenagers
Davy Edge

Dear teenagers, 
we beat you to it. 

We've driven too fast in the car, 
been drunk, 

and smoked the odd joint. 
We've trailed home at four in the morning, 

wondering where we'd left our morals, 
and shirked work on sunny days 

to run barefoot across a sandy beach. 
AND... we've managed to stay alive! 

In spite of everything, we've survived! 
So when you pass us on the street, 

and think we've had our day; 
when you see us as dinosaurs, 

this, to you, I'd say... 
We've worn the latest fashions, 
and stayed up, singing all night; 

we've danced like demons to music, 
and put the world to right. 

We know what it is to have a broken heart; 
to see the world through tears. 
We have all that experience, 

which comes with older years. 
There's nothing new that you can do, 

that we haven't already done. 
We've covered just about everything; 

everything under the sun. 
So! Teenagers, as you grow older, 

with teenagers of your own, 
when you're wondering what to say, 

simply read them this poem!
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this town
Robert Vincent

In this town you’ve got to see their light 
In this town you’ve got help them fight 

In this town you’ve got to own their pain 
In this town you feel 

In this town you batten down your doors 
In this town you stand and defend your shores 

In this town you better know you’re sure 
In this town you die 

You can parade in the shadow of mediocrity 
Chase the light of day with your fantasies 
Don’t take this as a joke or even parody 

In this town you’re owned 

You better know your friend and know your foe 
You better test the water with your toe 
You’d better realise one day you’ll go 

What was it really for? 

The time you have it just spins and spins 
From a faucet that reveals its sins 

You’ll be angry when it all sinks in 
This town took your soul 

You can parade in the shadow of mediocrity 
Chase the light of day with your fantasies 
Don’t take this as a joke or even parody 

In this town you’re owned 

If you let it own you you’ll pay the price 
It’s hard to count the times or to suffice 

The ones who’ve shone but whose souls have gone 
In this town you’re owned 

There is a page of this book 
There are a number of angles you could look 

It’s surprising how long we took 
Before it came to this 

So you parade in your sense of mediocrity 
Misuse the light of your fantasies 
Don’t notice your fate or even see 

In this town you’re owned
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conundrum
Robert Vincent

There’s no method in your madness clearly 
If you’re searching for a soul take mine 

I think I recognise the daily struggle with your mind 

The puzzle is there’s no conundrum 
By definition it’s just you 

There’s no reason for your sudden movements out the blue 

There’s no turning back, you take love from this world 
Try to leave some when you go 

There’s no secret plan 
You’re born this world alone try to leave it better off when you go 

I doubt there’s ever really been a reason. 
To screw it all and just take off 

It’s like some effervescent pungent potion 
That makes you choke 

But you must swallow it without reaction 
Like you’re staring out admiring the view 

There’s a weakness in the lack of knowledge we’ve consumed 

There’s no turning back, you take love from this world 
Try to leave some when you go 

There’s no secret plan 
You’re born this world alone try to leave it better off when you go 

They still put this on you 
Man, made hate 
Man, made war 

There’s no turning back, you take love from this world 
Try to leave some when you go 

There’s no secret plan 
You’re born this world alone try to leave it better off when you go
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i was hurt today, but i’m alright now
Robert Vincent

I will take your broken window and fix it with the things I find around 
I will take your unlit fire and find the fuel that helps it burn 

I will read your unread messages that no-one had the time to read. 
I will dry your running eyes when no-one is around. 

Just please don’t leave me, when I’m not around. 
Please don’t leave me, When I’m not around. 

I was hurt today I’m alright now. 
I was hurt today I’m alright now 

I will take a perfect sunset, Paint it on your wall 
I will fake the banker’s signature and bring you all the spoils. 

I will take your condensated windows and turn them into streams 
I will take your broken nightmares and turn them into dreams. 

Just please don’t leave me, when I’m not around. 
Please don’t leave me, When I’m not around. 

I was hurt today I’m alright now. 
I was hurt today I’m alright now 

See me, running 
See me. 

See me, running. 
See me. 

Just please don’t leave me, when I’m not around. 
Please don’t leave me, When I’m not around. 

I was hurt today I’m alright now. 
I was hurt today I’m alright now.
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Tell me you like it. 
Good company. 

Coexistence. 
So cosy.  

See Rosie.  
Cradle the room. 

In an instant. 
Resumed. 

All engaged. 
Flare upon 

The musical stage. 
Budding artist. 
Mutual friend. 

Much appreciation. 
Guitar to lend.  

A place to place  
Our inwards outward. 

Inverted possession 
Ready for reaction 

Empowered. 
For the applause? 

No, all for a pause; 
Passionate cause. 

Where dreamers dare 
In the vicinity of care.  

Inventive incentive, 
Drop in to discover. 
Songs, stories, tales, 

That ignite within another. 

🌹

places to blossom
Closing  Poem


